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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF AN UNSTEADY TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

P. C. Parikh, W. C. Reynolds, R. Jayaraman, and L. W. Carr*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Summary

This paper reports experiments on an unsteady turbulent boundary
layer. The upstream portion of the flow is steady (in the mean). In
the downstream region, the boundary layer saes a linearly decreasing
free-stream velocity. This velocity gradient oscillates in time, at
frequencies ranging from zero to approximately the bursting frequency.
Considerable detail is reported for a low-amplitude case, and preliminary
results are given for a higher amplitude sufficient to produce some re-
verse flow. For the small amplitude, the mean velocity and mean turbu-
lence intensity profiles are unaffected by the oscillations. The
amplitude of the periodic velocity component, although as such as 70Z
greater than that in the free stream for very low frequencies, becomes
equal to that in the free stream at higher frequencies. At high frequen-
cies, both the boundary layer thickness and tLe Raynolds stress distribu-
tion across the boundary layer become frozen. The behavior at larger
amplitude is quite similar. Most importantly, at sufficiently high fre-
quencies the boundary layer thickness remains frozen at its mean value
over the oscillation cycle, even though flow reverses near the wall during
a part of the cycle.

Introduction

The objectives of the Stanford Unsteady Turbulent Boundary Layer

Program are: to develop a fundamental understanding of such flows, to

provide a definitive data base which can be used to guide turbulence model

development, and to provide test cases which can be used by computors for

comparison with predictions.

Due to space limitations, work of other investigators will not be

summarized here, except to note that all the previous experiments are

characterized by unsteady flow at the inlet to the unsteady region. For a

comparison of the present experimental parameter range with those of other

investigations, see Reference 1. The distinctive feature of the present

experiments is that the boundary layer at the inlet to the unsteady region

is a standard, steady, flat-plate turbulent boundary layer. It is then

subjected to controlled oscillations of the free stream. :his feature is

especially important from the point of view of a computor, who nee4a pre-

cise specification of boundary conditions for computation of the flow.

*U. S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory, Moffett Field, CA 94035



roe-Stream Boundary Condition of the Present Experiment
The desired frerstroom velocity u„(x,t) in the water tunnel built

or this wort is shown in Fig. 1. u. remains steady and uniforc for the
first two motors of boundary layer development., It then-decreases Us-

arly in the test section; the magnitude of the velocity at-adi% varies

inusoidally from zero to a maxinum value during the oscillation cycle.

he mean free-stream velocity distribution in the test section is thus

inearly decreasing and corresponds to the distribution at the cycle phase

ngle of 90', while the amplitude of imposed free-straam oscillations

rows linearly in the streamwise direction, starting at zero at the

otrance to a maximum value of a0 at the exit. Hance,

u-(x,t) • U. 'o	
x < x0

a "X -,
u,.

to
-	 -L° Cl - cosmt],	 %<x<=o+L

The important parameters of this problem are the amplitude pa-\ , meter
a - ao/u- ,o and the frequency parameter: 06 - fd a/u- o . Herne f -

w/(2*) and do is the thickness of the boundary la5 ,*r at the inlet to
the unsteady region. In the present experiments:

uw,o-0.73 a/s, d0 -0-.05a, 0<f<2 hz, 0<a<0.25, 0< 86<0.14

It should be mentioned that the value of the frequency parameter 86

at the so-called "bursting frequency" in turbulent boundary layers is

about 0.2 12j. Thus the imposed oscillation frequencies used in the

present experiments cover the range from quasi-staady (f a 0) to values

approaching the bursting frequency. The rest-Its reported here are for two

nomdimensional amplitudes, a - 0.05 and 0.25 (nominally). The latter

is sufficient to cause reverse flow in a turbulent boundary layer at the
end of the test section during a part of the oscillation cycle.

Experimental Facil ity

Figure 2 is a schematic of the facility. The 16:1 nozzle contraction

is followed by a 2 a long development section, where the test boundary

layer is grown or the top wall. A constant head and a constant flow re-

sistance provide a constant flow . The free-stream velocity in the devel-

opment section is maintained uniform along x b y bleed from the bottom

wall.

The linear decrease in free-stream velocity in the test section is

accomplished by uniformly bleeding off some flow through the bottom wall

in the test section. The remainder of the flow exits downstream. Each of

., s^	 +^ r'^J1^rf^ tin' ^^ n t.^ ♦ i



these two flows exits the tunnel trough slots in an oscillating plate.

The design ensures that, regardless of the position of the oscillating

plate, _the total flow area of the slots remains the same. The slots are

the controlling resistance of the entire fluid , circuit, hence the constant

flow. By siousoidally oscillating the plate, a linearly decreasing peri-

odic free-stream distribution-is established in the test section, while

the upstream flow in the development section remains steady.

Measurement and Data-Processing Techniques

Pitot tubes are used for mean velocity measurements in steady flow

regions. Unsteady velocity measurements use a singls-channel, forward-

scatter, Bragg-shifted DISA laser anemometer in the tracking mode.

Following lbosain and Reynolds 131, the instantaneous velocity signal
from an unsteady turbulent flow may be decomposed into three parts:

u - u+ u+ U.	 (1)

where u is the mean, u is the time-dependent, organized (deterministic)

component, and u' is the random fluctuation. u is determined by long-

time averaging of u. Here U is of a periodic nature and may be deter-

mined by first phase-averaging the instantaneous velocity signal and then

subtracting out the mean. Thus,

u - <u> -u	 (2)

Here < u >, the phase average velocity, is determined by averaging over

an ensemble of samples taken at a fixed phase in the imposed oscillation.

In the present experiments, with harmonic oscillation of the free stream,

the response at points within the buundary layer is almost sinusoidal,

with higher harmonics contributing lose than 5%. Hence, U may also be
extracted from the instantaneous signal u by cross-correlation with a

sine wave in phase with the oscillation. A digital correlator (HP 3721A)

was used to determine cross-correlations leading to the u data reported

here. Currently a DEC MINC-11 laboratory minicomputer system is used for

automatic data acquisition and processing, allowing the determination of

phase averages of u and u'2.

The measurements reported here were taken at a fixed streamwise

location near the end of the test section at x - xo • 0.568 m.
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Behavior at Small Amplitude of Imposed Oscillations

The mean velocity profiles measured with the oscillating plate in

fixed positions 8 a 0, 90', ISO* are fit by dashed curves in Fig. 3.

These represent phase-averaged profiles at sero -frequency, i.e., quasi-

steady profiles. At this amplitude (a - 0.05), the response of the

boundary layer is. almost linear, so. that the profile corresponding to 8 -

90' lies nearly midway between the 8 - 0 and 180' profiles. The 90'

profile represents the mean profile for quasi-steady oscillations. The

difference between the 0 and 90' profiles at a fixed y-location

represents the amplitude of quasi-steady oscillations at that location in

the- boundary- laver. Note that the quasi-steady- amplitudes in the boundary

layer are larger than the free-stream amplitude.

The mean velocity profiles measured under oscillatory conditions at

0.5 hz and 2,0 hz are shown as data points in Pig. 3. Note that the

mean velocity profiles at various frequencies are identical with the pro-

file measured under stationary condition with pulsar angle set at 8 -

90'. It say be concluded that the mean velocity profile (at a fixed am-

plitude a - 0.05) is independent of the imposed oscillation frequency in

the entire range 0 < f < 2 ha. The same behavior persists all the way up

to the wall.

This behavior of the wean velocity profile may be explained by an

examination of the governing equations. Use of (1) in the momentum equa-

tion and tine-averaging yields -

au— au	 1 a—	 32—  1 au+ v^ - - 
P

. + v a--. .- p,^ avT + uv	 (3)

Equation (3) may be recognized as the equation governing an ordinary tur-
bulent boundary layer, except for the addition of the term uv, which

represents Reynolds stresses arising from the organized oscillations.

The tiae-mean pressure gradient apJas say be shown to be indepen-

dent of the imposed oscillation frequency and the same as that obtained

for f - 0 at 8 - 90'. Therefore, the seen velocity field will be

frequency-dependent if and only if one or both of the following happen:

• The distribution of Reynolds stress u'v' is altered under oscilla-
tory conditions and is dependent on the frequency of imposed oscil-
lations.

• The Reynolds stress uv arising from organized fluctuations becomes
significant compared with u vT.

-4-



We shall now argue that neither of the above requirements is met. Figure

4 shows the measured distribution of u;ms under stationary condition

with the pulser at 0 - 90' ( the seam position) as well as those mea-

sured under oscillatory conditions at frequencies up to Z hs. Note that

u;s is independent of the imposed oscillation frequency and, further,

that it is the sass as that measured at f - 0 and 0 - 90* . We believe

that the am* would be true for -uu,v-, which at present we cannot sea-

sure. Figure S giiss a comparison between measured values of uvv at 2 ha

with data on ur obtained by Anderson (4( in a atsady adverse pressure

gradient boundary layer at comparable conditions. The present data on
N	 M

UT were obtained by -separate LOA measurements of u and v and their

respective phases. It say be seas that the contribution of uv to total

Reynolds stress is insignificant over almost the entire boundary layer.

Bence, 4"e- is independent of frequency and ur is negligible, and so

the mean velocity profile is also independent of frequency and is the same

as that found at f - 0 with 8 - 90'.

The behavior of the periodic component 6 will next be examined. We

denote

U - al (y) coolot + 4(y)]	 (4)

The profiles of amplitudes a l measured in the boundary layer and normal-

ized by the free-stream amplitude & I.. are shown in Fig. 6. The profile

for quasi-steady (f a 0) oscillations was determined, as explained ear-

lier, from the mean velocity profiles measured at- f - 0 with A - 0,

90% and 180' (see Figs. 3(aj, (b)). note that, during quasi-steady

oscillations, the amplitude in the boundary layer exceeds the free-stream

amplitude by as such as 70%. It may bye mentioned that data for f - 0.1

hz, not shown on Fig. 6, do indeed come very close to the quasi-steady

behavior.

As the frequency is increased, the amplitude within the boundary

layer is attenuated. The amplitude appears to drop as f is increased

and then rise again. At high frequencies, the amplitude in most of the

boundary layer is the some as in the free-stream; near the wall the ampli-

tude of the periodic component rapidly drops to zero.

The phase differences between the boundary layer oscillations and

free-stream oscillations are shown in Fig. 7. For f - 0 there is no

phase difference. The largest phase lags in the outer region of the

boundary layer were observed at f - 0.25 hz. The effect of increasing

the frequency is to reduce the phase lag in the outer region, bur

-5-
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Introduce large phass leads in the region very close to the wall.

Clearly, the asymptotic behavior of the outer region for high frequencies

Is once again a zero phase lag with respect to free-stream oscillations.

as in the-gwst-ttesdy- case:.

At high frequencies, the -combination of - the asymptotic behaviors of

al /al  and # in- the outer region together-with-the -fact that the mean

velocity profile is unaffected by Imposed- oscillations, has the effect--of

freezing the boundary layer thickness. This -is shown in Fig. 8, where the

phase-averaged boundary layer thickness < 6.99 > is plotted as a func-

tion of -the -cycle. phase angle_ for. several. frequencies.- The _quasi: steady

behavior of -- < 8 .99 > is quite. obvious: at 8 - 0, the -boundary. layer

In the test section continues to develop-wader a zero pressure gradient

and is the thinnest at this point in the entire cycle. As the phase angle

Is increased, pressure gradients of increasing adversity are imposed on

the boundary layer, causing it to thicken. The maximum thickness is at-

tained at 8 - 180' under the maximum adverse pressure gradient. Hance,

at f - 0, 6 oscillates 180' out of phase with u-.

Under oscillatory conditions at f - 0.25, 0.5, and 2.0 ha, two

things happen: a significant phase lag develops from quasi-steady behavior

and the amplitude attenuates with increasing frequency. For the f - 2.0

bs case, the variation over- the--complete--cycla__Is less than IZ and the

boundary layer thickness In practically frozen during the oscillation

cycle.

It may be shown by a simple argument based on a mixing length model

of boundary layer turbulence that the freezing of the boundary layer

thickness at high frequencies is also a:companied by freezing of the Rey-

nolds stress over the oscillation cycle. To prove this, we hypothesize

that the phase-averaged Reynolds stress distribution may be related to the

phase-averaged velocity profile in the same manner as for a steady bound-

ary layer, i.e.,

Nov, in the outer region of the boundary layer, the mixing length t may

be modeled as

t - 7► < 6.99
	 (6)

vhere a is nearly a constant. Now,

< u > - u + v - u + a1 (y) cos(wt + +( y)j
	

(7)
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However, in the high-frequency limit,

a1(y) ' a 	 • coast : 1(y) • 0 and <	 > • a.99 
• coast.	 (8)

Tharefore

3<u>	 ru	 (9)y	 T
Combining the above, one finds

Z	 2

	

- < u'v'> • 12(.9.99) 'iji	
uTT	 (10)

i.e., the phase-averaged Reynolds stress Su the outer region also becomes

frozen at - UIVI.

Experimental evidence of this stress-freezing behavior was obtained

by measurements of phase-averaged normal turbulent stress < u' Z >• The

quasi-steady (f 0) profiles of < u' 2 > are shown in Pig. 9 for three

phase angles 0	 0', 90', and 1800 . Mote that the distribution for 90'

lies nearly midway between those for 0' and 180'. The distribution of

< ui2 > for 90' is the same as the distribution of ut, as seen

earlier. Therefore, the difference between the 0' and 90' curves in

Fig. 9 represents the amplitude of quasi-steady oscillations of < u i2 >

at any point in the boundary layer. This amplitude was determined graph-

ically froe Pig. 9 and is plotted in Pig. 10 for the case of f - 0.

Under oscillatory conditions, the amplitude of the normal stress oscil-

lations in the boundary layer attenuates as the frequency of imposed os-

cillations is increased from f - 0. At f • 2.0 ha, the amplitude of

stress oscillations across the boundary layer is almost zero over the

outer region, as seen in Fig. 10, i.e., the stress is almost frozen over

the oscillation cycle.

Behavior Under large Amplitudes of Imposed Oscillations

We now discuss the case of a - 0.25. All data reported for this

case are preliminary and subject to revision. They are included here

because of their special interest to this meeting. Also, because of

apparatus peculiarities, a varies somewhat with f in this case€,

hence 0.25 is only a nominal value.

The behavior is qualitatively similar to the a - 0.05 case. The

mean velocity profiles for f - 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 2.0 Hi are shown in

lig. 11. Note that the profiles are identical for the uses of f - 0,

0.5, and 2.0 hz. For the case of f - 0.25, however, there is a

-7-
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This davi-

atios results free excessive thickening of the boundary layer daring a

part of the oscillation cycle around the phase angle of 180'. The block-

age effect of • an-sZcessively -thick boundary layer Taws as imeroase in -
the local free-stress velocity is the tut section. Therefore, the l
desired linearly decreasing free-stresm velocity distributie is not -

achieved over a part of the cycle. - At .-higher frequencies,. though, the
boundary. layer thickness over the- entire -oscillation cycle deviates very
tittle from its near value, corresponding to the • - 90', f - 0 con-
dition.

The-behavior of the amplitude ratio and phase differaace with respect

to- free -stream, as shown in. lISa. 12 and 13 9 is quite similar to that for
the lower-amplitude case. At high frequency, the overshoot in the ampli-
tude ratio disappears and pbase angles over most of the boundary layer

approach zero. Very close to the wall, there is a tendency to develop

phase leads.

The phase-averaged velocity profiles for f - 2.0 ha are shown in
Fig. 14. Note that at 8 - 180' there is a small region of reversed flow

close to the wall. Despite this flow several, the boundary layer thick-

ness remains close to its mean value, as seen in Fig. 15. This behavior
is in contkast to that of a steady boundary layer, where excessive thick-

ening of the boundary layer occurs as flow reversal is approached. At

low frequency (f - 0.25 hs), the thickness oscillates as -such as t 40%
about the mean value; however, at f - 2 .0 hs this variation is only
about * 5X.

Conclusions

The conclusions from our experiments to date may be summarised as

follows:

I. The mean velocity profile in the boundary layer is unaffected by
imposed free-stream oscillations in the range ofrequencies ear
ployed, and it is the same u the one measured with a free -stream
velocity distribution held steady at its mean value.

2. This behavior of the mean velocity field is a consequence of two
observations: ( a) the time-averaged Reynolds stress distribution
across the boundary laves is unaffected by the imposed oscillations
and is indeed the same as the one measured with the free-stream vel-
oci:y distribution held steady at the mean valise; and (b) the Rey-
nolds stresses arising from the organised velocity fluctuations under
Imposed oscillatory conditions are negligible compared to the Ray-
nolds stresses due to the rt.ndom fluctuations.

-8-
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3. The amplitude of the periodic component in the boundary layer under
quasi-steady owillations ( f # 0) is u mob as 703 larger than the
imposed fees-straam amplitude. Bbwmver, at higher frequencies the

E	 peak amplitude in the boundary layer is rapidly attenuated toward An
asymptotic behavior where amplitude in the outer tsgiou of the
boundary layer become the sums- sa • the free -strew amplitude, dropping
off to sero in the near wall region.

4. Quasi-steady boundary layer velocity response is in phase with the
Imposed: -fres-stram oscillations.:.. As the frequency--is increased,
pbsa lags begin to devaiop to • ths-: -outer- region • of  tba . - boundary
layer. The sagnituda of this plisse lag reaches a maximum and.thsn
decrease& with increasing frequency, until s: asymptotic limit is
reached where the outer region once again responds in phase with the
tree straws. dear the wall, bommmr, large lead angles are-present
at higher oscillation frequencies:-

S. A consequence of (3) and (4) above is that the boundary layer thick-
ness becomes nearly frozen over the otrillation cycle at higher fre-
quencies. This remains true even if flow reversal takes place in the
near-wall region over a part of the oscillation cycle, as in the
large-amplitude case.

6. A consequence of (3) , (4) , and (S) above is that the Reynolds stress
distribution is the -outer region of the boundary layer also becomes
frozen over the oscillation cycle at higbar frequencies.
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